Nutritional control of nikkomycin and juglomycin production by Streptomyces tendae in continuous culture.
Continuous cultures with Streptomyces tendae revealed some interesting facts. In a continuous culture running for more than 2500 h the production of either nikkomycines or juglomycins could be selected by varying the feed composition. Decreasing the phosphate supply in the feed broth from the initial concentration of 2.5 mM to 1.0 mM enhanced the productivity of nikkomycins and decreased the productivity of juglomycins. When switching back to the initial conditions of the experiment after 2000 h nearly the same production behaviour as at the beginning of the fermentation could be observed. This indicated a stable behaviour of the population with regard to nikkomycin productivity. The long continuous fermentation showed the ability of S. tendae Tü 901/8c to produce nikkomycin at a high level for at least 1500 h. In a second continuous culture it was shown that the productivity of the nikkomycins and juglomycins decreased and increased, respectively, with increasing dilution rate. Comparing batch cultures with continuous fermentations, higher juglomycin productivity was found in the latter. These facts indicate that the strain responds to complex interacting physiological controls, by producing either nikkomycins or juglomycins in a higher amount.